
Sprint Air Filter Triumph Street
Triple 765
PM167S
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹11,500.00
Categories: Air Filters
Tags: Triumph

Product Description
Sprint Filter P08 is a standard performance air filter, ideal for street legal use or track day.
Sprint Filter P08 uses a special polyester filtering media with a wire diameter of only 70
microns. Its unique weave pattern can filter debris as small as 80 microns while having the
highest permeability for any other air filter brand on the market. The increased airflow of the
P08 air filter will help maximize your motorcycle power potential while offering excellent
filtration protection. Minimal maintenance Remove the filter from the airbox, blow it clean with
compressed air, and reinsert it. No washing, cleaning or oil treatment needed. Product lifecycle
The P08's polyester material will display no deterioration or loss of structure or performance if
looked after with care.  

Sprint Air Filter Triumph Tiger
800
PM124S
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹10,000.00
Categories: Air Filters
Tags: Triumph

Product Description
Sprint Filter P08 is a standard performance air filter, ideal for street legal use or track day.
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Sprint Filter P08 uses a special polyester filtering media with a wire diameter of only 70
microns. Its unique weave pattern can filter debris as small as 80 microns while having the
highest permeability for any other air filter brand on the market. The increased airflow of the
P08 air filter will help maximize your motorcycle power potential while offering excellent
filtration protection. Minimal maintenance Remove the filter from the airbox, blow it clean with
compressed air, and reinsert it. No washing, cleaning or oil treatment needed. Product lifecycle
The P08's polyester material will display no deterioration or loss of structure or performance if
looked after with care.  

Sprint Air Filter Triumph Tiger
900
PM214S
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹10,700.00
Categories: Air Filters

Product Description
Sprint Filter P08 is a standard performance air filter, ideal for street legal use or track day.
Sprint Filter P08 uses a special polyester filtering media with a wire diameter of only 70
microns. Its unique weave pattern can filter debris as small as 80 microns while having the
highest permeability for any other air filter brand on the market. The increased airflow of the
P08 air filter will help maximize your motorcycle power potential while offering excellent
filtration protection. Minimal maintenance Remove the filter from the airbox, blow it clean with
compressed air, and reinsert it. No washing, cleaning or oil treatment needed. Product lifecycle
The P08's polyester material will display no deterioration or loss of structure or performance if
looked after with care.  
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Sprint Air Filter Triumph Trident
660
PM223S
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹12,000.00
Categories: Air Filters

Product Description
Sprint Filter P08 is a standard performance air filter, ideal for street legal use or track day.
Sprint Filter P08 uses a special polyester filtering media with a wire diameter of only 70
microns. Its unique weave pattern can filter debris as small as 80 microns while having the
highest permeability for any other air filter brand on the market. The increased airflow of the
P08 air filter will help maximize your motorcycle power potential while offering excellent
filtration protection. Minimal maintenance Remove the filter from the airbox, blow it clean with
compressed air, and reinsert it. No washing, cleaning or oil treatment needed. Product lifecycle
The P08's polyester material will display no deterioration or loss of structure or performance if
looked after with care.  
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